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1. k’iTKOIXCTION 
This paper concerns the cxistencc of a unique solution to the Dirichlet 
problem in an infinite cylinder Q C R! N; that is, we seek (a unique) u such that 
T,u = h in Q, 
b j (l-1) 
C-1 an
u .-1 0 on EQ, j = 0, 1 ,...) m - 1, 
where L is a certain type of strongly elliptic partial diticrcntial operator of order 
2m, h is given, and Z/En denotes a normal derivative. 
The cylinder 0 is of the form 0 - Rz x A, where 1 < 1 < IV - 1 and 
A C W-l is a bounded domain with aA of class P. We shall denote points 
z E Q by z - (x, y), where x -.= (zI , zp ,..., xc) E W and y = (z~+~ ,..., z,~) E A. 
The variables x and y will be called fon@udinaZ and transverse, respectively. The 
operator L is assumed to have cocflicicnts which depend only on the transverse 
coordinate, that is, 
L - c 
E’<2,,L 
u,(y)LP (ZY - I>;’ ... IIT where LIj -- -gi-) (1.2a) 
, 
and n,, E (?(A- > @). Xroreovrr, I, is assumed to he strongly elliptic, which means 
that there exists a constant h, > 0 (the module of strong ellipticity) such that 
(-- l),i Heal 1, C am(y 3 b, [ z 12?% V(y, z) E A x IF”. (1.2b) 
a, 2m 
The fact that ,O is a cylinder and the form of the operator L leacl us to examine 
the longitudinal ‘Fourier transform of 1,‘; that is, we replace derivatives with 
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respect to x by the factor is where i = (--l)l:” and s E RI. A slightly 
more generalised form of this is given in 
L)EFINITION 1. For each k E 63, let 
L(k) = C n,(y)(ik)U-*‘II*‘, 
/1/@m 
zchere k = (k, ,..., k,), a’ = (qfl ,..., qV), and ti - CE’ = (aI ,..., q). 
Tote that L(k) is also determined by 
L(k)f( y) = e-iP.sL(eir;‘3cf( y)). 
It is simple to shorn that for each k E C”, L(k) is a strongly elliptic partial differ- 
ential operator of order 2m. Indeed, this follows from setting x = (a,..., CJ 
X1+1 ,..-> xN) in ( 1.2b). 
For convenience with notation, zoe shall assume tlwoughout this paper that 
2 = I, so that Q = 53 x A and 14 C RN-l is bounded. All results hold with simple 
changes for the general case 1 < E < N - 1. Furthermore, s and t will denote 
real numbers, and k = s + it, a complex number. 
The following assumption is the main hypothesis of this paper. It states that 
for each s E R, the Dirichlet problem for the operator L(s) and the domain A 
is uniquely soluble. The function spaces H,,“(A) and HP(S) are the usual 
Hilbert-Sobolev spaces, and will be defined precisely in section 1.2. 
Assume that for each s E IR, the bounded lifzern map L(sj: 
H,“(d) -+ H-“(4) has a bounded linear inverse L(s)-l. (1.3) 
We shall prove in section 2 that (1.3) ’ mn pl ies that the Dirichlet problem for 
the operator L and the domain Q is uniquely soluble; that is, the bounded linear 
map L : HO”Z( Q) -+ H-” (Q) has a bounded linear inverse L-l. The advantages of 
examining L(s) are as follows. Instead of working with the operator L and the 
unbounded domain 0, we can examine L(s) and the bounded domain A. It is 
usually easier to show that L(s) satisfies (1.3), than to prove directly that L has 
a bounded linear inverse. For a particular problem, it may or may not be difhcult 
to determine whether (1.3) holds; however, this checking is made easier by the 
fact that the Fredholm alternative holds forL(s) ([7], p. 195; [8], p. 353), and so 
(1.3) is equivalent to 
For eack s E R, the bounded linear map L(s): E&y(A) -+ EPi(A) 
is injective; tlzat is, if f E H,““(A) and L(s)f = 0, Then f = 0. (1.3j” 
In section 3, we prove that if h decays exponentially at infinity in some sense, 
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then the solution u = L-l(h) of the Dirichlet problem also decays exponentially. 
Section 4 contains the proof of some theorems needed in sections 2 and 3. 
The method of examining L(s) rather than L has been successfully applied 
([l] and [4]) to problems where Q = [w x (-I, I), wz = 2, and L had the bi- 
harmonic operator A” as leading term. The corresponding operator L(s) was then 
a fourth order ordinary differential operator, with ,4 = (- 1, 1). 
This paper generalises the method used in [I], and yields information, which 
has proved useful in [4], about the behavior at infinity of certain Green functions. 
1. I Function spaces 
For an N-index 01, we write a = (011, ol’) where 01’ = (01~ ,..., 01~). With this 
notation, Definition 1 gives 
L(k) = 1 aa(y)(ik)alW 
la\@1 
(k E C). 
Recall that a point z E W’ is written z = (x, y) where x = z, E 08 and y = 
2 ‘“‘I 
zN) E RN-l. In the defin ition below, we use i to denote an N-dimensional 
ourrer) transform variable. Furthermore, we write [ = (s, [‘) where s = 
5, E [w and 5’ = (5, , . . . . &) E W-l. 
DEFINITION 2. (a) For each 5 E RN, let 
(Tu)(() = (27~-~‘~ IRN ecic %(z) dx. 
(b) For each 5’ E RN--l, let 
(T’a)({‘) = (2~)-(~-l)!~ IRNel e-is’%(y) dy. 
(c) For each s E R, let 
G(s) = G(s) = (277-l’” 1 e-iszw(x) dx. 
L 
For a suitable function w, say, w E Csffi(k8), we can also define G(k) and G(k) 
for k E r6. 
The following function spaces will be used throughout this paper. 
DEFINITION 3. Let Q = !I% x A where A C RN-l is a bomded domain. 
(a) Let HGn(Q) denote the completion of CO*(Q) = COm(Q-+ c) in the nom 
corresponding to the inner product 





a (112 - 1 01 I)! a! - 
(b) Let H-‘“(Q) denote the completion of C,*(Q) in the norm correspond@ 
to the inne-~ product 
!f, gjH-sn(o) = i (1 + j 5 ly TV Tg(5) di. = @A’ 
(c) For each s E IR, 
(i) let H,“(s) denote the completion of Corn(d) = C',,"-(A +- C) in the Norm 
cowesponding to the inner product 
(u, Zli - j u(l + s” -- A’)% dy ffow - A 
F 
=J ( 
1 f s‘? + / 5’ y)ni T’u(ly) T’o(5’) d<‘; 
pN-1 
(ii) tet H-“&(s) denote the conzpletion of Corn(A) ~TZ the ?loTrn corresponding 
to the inner product 
<u, zI>p(s) = i (1 + s2 + 1 5’ I”)-” 7%(s’) I”a(<‘) dc’. - &f--I 
(d) For each k E C, Zet H$%(k) and H-“(k) be as in (c) with s repluced by 1 k /. 
The norms for H-“‘(Q) and H-“(s) given in Definition 3 will only be used in 
proving (1.7) below; throughout this paper, we shall use the following equivalent 
representation (cf. [2], p. 200): 
I f IH-“n(Q) L= sup 
If Ii fC .wffomn( 0) - Q 
I g If&“‘(Q) ,+ 
and for each s E R, 
I u l+yS) = SUP iJ Ii u7J YEHo”’ A ’ 
I z’ lqys) * 
Using this form of the norms, it follows immediately that L is a bounded linear 
map from Hovfi(Q) to H-“(Q) and L( s 1s a bounded linear map from H,“(s) to ) . 
H-m[s). 
f Throughout this paper, the quotient of two numbers will be written with the impiicit 
assumption that the case of a zero denominator is excluded. 
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The traditional Sobolev spaces H,ln(A) and H-“(A), which were used in the 
hypothesis (1.3), appear in Definition 3(c) as the spaces H0W(O) and H-“(O), 
respectively. For each s E R, the norm for Hirfi(s) is equivalent to that for H,‘,“(O), 
and similarly for H-““(s) and H-“(O). H ence, we may restate our hypothesis (1.3) 
as 
For each s E R, the bomded linear map L(s): Hi’“(s) + H-m(s) 
has a bounded lizear imwse L(s)-l. (1.4) 
Although HD”‘(s) and H,,m’(Aj have equivalent norms, the norm for HO%(s) has 
certain advantages over that for H,“‘(A), and this will be useful in section 4. 
Furthermore, the norm for H,ln(s) is such that the following holds: 
The proof of (1.5) is straightforward. From Definition 3, we have 
(1 + s2 $ / 5’ lep Tf (s, c’) Tg(s, <‘) d<‘, 
and since Tf = T’f: we have 
<f, g),:(o) = jp ds [ (1 + s” + j 5’ /e)iil T’f(s, r) T’g(s, %‘) d5’. (1.6) 
-cc - p-1 
If we use Definition 3(c) in (1.6), then (1.5) follows immediately. There is a 
corresponding relationship between H-“(Q) and H-m(s): 
<fT g),-yo, = s m W%, -1, .& 9I&n(s) ‘df, g E Gffi(Q). (1.7) --cc 
In order to extend (1.5) and (1.7) t o f unctions in Ha”(Q) and H-‘“(Q), respec- 
tively, we need the following 
DEFINITION 4. (a) P(Q) = (21 : z, E Cm(F + @) for all bounded dom&zs 
V C Q and limf (T,Y)EQI+ID w(x, y) mists .for all N-indices a>. 
(b) Z(Q) = cn E P(Q): s~p(,,~),o 1 x [j 1 D%(x, y)/ < m for all positive 
integers j and N-indices a>. 
(c) go(Q) = (v E 2(Q): supp u C R x B for some domain B such t7zat 
BCA). 
(d) Let Eu”(Q) denote the completion of go(Q) in t7re nomz correspondiq 
to the inner product, 
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and let E+(Q) denote the com$etion of &(Q) in th e nom corresponding to the 
innt3 prodtlcf 
One can show that s*(Q) is contained in H,“(Q) and Enz(Q), and since 
Corn(Q) C To(Q), it follows that so(Q) is dense in H<n(Q) and EV(Q). The 
arguments as before show that (1 S) and (1.7) hold for functions’in J&(Q). The 
longitudinal Fourier transform ” maps pa(Q) onto ZO(Q), and if we define the map 
Hi”“(Q) 3 PO(Q) 3 I.+, y) t+ ti(s, y) E Zo(Q) C E;i’(Q), 
then (1.5) shows that this map satisfies j u jHDW,nl(o) = [ zi iAOmm(o) for all u E T*(Q). 
We extend this map by continuity to &m(Q), and so we have an isometric 
isornorphisrn between Hi=(Q) and Eona( Hence, to each element u E H,“(Q), 
we identifv a corresponding element 2”1 E E,““(Q). A simiiar result holds for 
H-“l(Q) and E+‘(Q). For convenience, we summarize these results in the fohow- 
ing 
LEMMA I. 1. The longitzcdillal Fourier transform * of Definition 2(c) dejines an 
isometric isomorphism between 
(a) H,“l(Q) and E,“(Q), 
and between 
(b) HV(Q) u?zd E-“(Q). 
The following lemma (cf. [2], p. 168) will be needed in the proof of Theorem 
2-3. 
LEMMA 1.2 I Let (H-vlz(Q))v denote the dual of Pm(Q). If h* E (H-“(Q))*, 
then there exists a unique v E HOnd(Q) such that 
h*(f) = I,fhiz Vf E H-“(Q): 
and i11” ItHmn.js = j ~1 jH.mtB1 . 0 
The following lemma ([9], p. 169) g - ives a standard inequality of Poincare- 
Wirtinger-type. It will be used in section 4 to show that certain Sobolev spaces 
have equivalent norms. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A C RN-l be a bounded domain. Then exists a comtnnt 
C > 0 such that 
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2. THE INVERSE OF L 
For Banach spaces E and F, we let %T(E, F) denote the Banach space of 
bounded linear maps from E to F. 
The following result will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.4 to show that 
L has a bounded linear inverse. 




sup /I L(s)-1 Ij = l/C < ccj, 
SER 
where 11 L(s)-l 11 denotes the nom ofL(s)-l in $?(H-“l(s), HoWA(s 
Since C,“(A) is dense in H,,Vz”(s), the infimum in Theorem 2.1 can be taken 
over C,m(A). 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 appears in section 4, but we shall state the main 
steps in the argument here. The hypothesis (1.4) implies that for each s E R, 
there exists a constant c(s) > 0 such that 
(2-l) 
and so to prove Theorem 2.1, it suffices to show that 
ini c(s) > 0. 
SmceL(s) and the norm j /HOm((s) are continuous (in some sense) as functions of 
s, it is fairly easy to show (see Lemma 4.2(b)) that for every positive integer 72, 
inf c(s) > 0. see--s,rl) 
Hence we need only examine l&,~,,c(s). Now iff E COm(A), then 
It is shown in Theorem 4.3 that L(s) is “coercive at infinity” in the sense that 
there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
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where 1;, is the eilipticity constant in (1.2b). From (2.2): we have 
and so liq - s/-m c(s) > Cb, . 
ilfanp of the results in this paper do not depend on the hypothesis (1.4); 
therefore, we shall write G for a pal-tial diSferentia2 operator GE %‘(H,““(Q), 
H-“(Q)) ,which satisjk (1.2a) and (1.2b). Tlze symbol L mill be reserced for any 
such operator whiclz also satisjies (1.4). Let G(k) be as in Definition 1. 
We now proceed with the proof that L has a bounded linear inverse L-1. To do 
this, it suffices, by the open mapping theorem, to show that L is inject&e and 
surjective. In fact, it turns out that G is always injective and the range of G is 
dense in HP”(Q). The hypothesis (1.4) will be used in Theorem 2.4(a) to prove 
that the range of L is closed, and this immediately gives the surjectivity of L. 
We first prove that G is injective. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let ZJ E Ho*“@) b e such that Gu = 0. T&m u = 0, and so G is 
inject&e. 
Proof. We first prove that 
j Gv I2 HFYr2) = s oj ds / G(s) 6(s, .)j;-m(Sj vv E EqyQ), (2.3) -m 
where B is the element of Earn(Q) corresponding to o under the isometric 
isomorphism stated in Lemma 1.1(a). If v E Cr,m(Q), then Definition 1 gives 
= G(s) 6(s, y) qs, y) E Q. (Ma) 
The use of (2.4a) in (1.7) shows that (2.3) hyds for all functions in Corn(Q). 
If v E Hsm(Q), then Gv E H-“‘(Q); let Gv denote the element of E-m(Q) 
corresponding to GV via the isometric isomorphism of Lemma 1.1(b). We have 
and in order to prove (2.3), it suffices to show that 
G(s) 6(s, -j = 6&s, a) in H-‘“(s) for almost all s E R. 
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If (7~~) is a sequence of elements in CsW(Q) which converge to e, in Ham@), then 
Lemma I. l(a) gives 
j ‘I - z’, l&mta, = Irn ) 6(s, *) - Z:,(s, .)l&m,s, ds -+ 0 as 72 --f 00. 
--m 
Define g, E.&(R) by 
and since g, -+ 0 in L,(R) as n -+ 03, standard theory ([6], pp. 91-92) gives the 
existence of a subsequence (g, ) (which we relabel as {g,)) such that 1 g,(s)1 --t 0 
as n -+ co for almost all s E k. If we combine this fact with the definition 
of g, , then 
&(s, .) 3 e(s, .) in H,m(s) for almost all s. 
Since G(s) E %7(H,,Ws(s), H-“‘(s)), it follows from (2.4b) that 
G(s) &(s, *) + G(s) Z;(s, .) in H-“(s) for almost all s. 
(2.4b) 
(2.5) 
Since z’, + a in Hsm(@, we have Gv, -+ Gv in Ww(g), and so Lemma 1.1(b) 
and (2.4a) give 
as w -+ co. An argument as before shows that 
G(s) &(s, .) ---f &(s, *) in H-“(s) for almost all s E R. (2.6) 
We conclude from (2.5) and (2.6) that &(s, .) = G(s)B(s, .) in H-“(s) for 
almost all s E R, and this proves (2.3). 
If u E Hd”($J) is such that GU = 0, then (2.3) gives G(s)zi(s, *) = 0 in H-“(s) 
for almost all s. We shall prove at the beginning of Section 3 that G(s) has a 
bounded linear inverse G(s)-l E g(H”“(s), ZZ&,~(S)) for almost all s. Hence, 
a(~, .) = 0 in Hsm(s) for almost all s. Since Lemma 1.1(a) gives 
it follows that u = 0, and so G is injective. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let GE V(H,m(Q), iFm(Q)) satisfy (IA) and (1.2b). Then 
the range of G is d&se in Pm(Q). 
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PFOOJ If E and F are Banach spaces and T E %?(E, F>> then the adjoint 
T* E +?(F*, E*j, where * denotes the dual, is defined by 
T*(f*)e = f*(Te) Ve E E. 
The following result is standard ([5], p. 24): 
The range of T is dense in F if and only if T* is injective. (2.7) 
Hence, to prove the theorem, it suffices to show that G* is injective. Let 
h* E (H-“(Q))* be such that G*(h*) = 0, that is, 
h*(Gu) = 0 vu E HP(Q). (2.8) 
Lemma 1.2 gives the existence of v E HsVa(Q) such that 
h*(f) = j-p Vf E H-“‘(Q), (2.9a) 
and j VJ IHO%co) = / h* j(H-m)*. If we combine (2.8) and (2.9a), then 
0 = h*(Gu) = s, Gu.~ = j* UPS kfu E H,“(Q), (2.9b) 
where Pg = &lssrn (--1)1”1 P(Q) is the formal transpose of G acting on 5. 
Now (2.9b) gives PU = 0 in H-“A(Q), and since P satisfies (1.2a) and (1.2b), 
Theorem 2.2 gives v = 0. But then h* = 0 in (H+(Q))* and so G* is injective. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.4. (a) Let the constant C > 0 be as in Theorem 2. I. Then 
UE$$cB) ILu lH-wL~QJ u iHomca, 2 C > 0. (2.10) 
(b) The map L: HG~(Q) -+ Hem(Q) is swjective. 
(c) The bounded linear map L kas a bounded linear inverse 
L-l: H-“2(Q) -+ HoV’(Q). 
Proo$ (a) Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 2.1 give 
and (2.3) then implies that 
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(b) Equation (2.10) shows that the range ofL is closed, and since Theorem 
2.3 proves that the range of L is dense in H-“(Q), it follows that L is surjective. 
(c) Since L is injective and surjective, the open mapping theorem shows 
that L has a bounded linear inverse. Q.E.D. 
Note that the only crucial step in the proof of (2.10) was the use of Theorem 
2.1. The proof would not have held had the constant C in Theorem 2.1 depended 
onsinsuchawaythat l/C+coas jsI+a3. 
The assumption (1.4) cannot be greatly weakened; indeed, if L(s,) is not 
invertible for some s,, E R, then L does not have a bounded linear inverse. To see 
this, note that the Fredholm alternative holds for L(s,) ([7], p. 195; [8], p. 353), 
and so if L(s,,) does not have a bounded linear inverse, then there exists a non- 
trivial f E &,~‘(A) such that L(q,)f = 0. Now let p E Csm(R + R) be an even 
function of x such that p(x) = 1 for x E [-1, 11. For each positive integer n, 
define 
P~rz(4 = I l 
for x E [-n, n], 
P(I x I - 4 for 1 x [ > 71, 
and define fn 6 H,'n(Q) by 
fn(% r) = h(X) ~i"~zf(Y). 
Now a simple argument shows that 1 Lfn la-m(o) has a bound independent of n, 
and it follows that 
Hence, L does not have a bounded linear inverse. 
We can also comment on the existence of a bounded linear inverse for a 
strongly elliptic operator 
s = 1 I!&) y)D” 
a 
with coefficients bz which depend on x as well as y. However, in order to apply 
Theorem 2.4, we need some condition which ensures that S is ‘close’ in some 
sense to an operator with coefficients which are independent of x. 
For each x0 E R, define 
and define the open set r by 
r = {x0 E R : S,, satisfies (1.4)). 
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For each x,, E I’, define 
Then S has a bounded linear inverse if 
inf 7(x0) < 1, 
%OEl- 
because S is sufficiently close to an operator S%, which has a bounded linear 
inverse in view of Theorem 2.4. 
3. EXPONENTIAL DECAY 
In this section we shall prove that if f E Pm(Q) and f decays exponentially 
at infinity in some sense, then L-If also decays exponentially at infinity. These 
results appear in Theorem 3.3. 
The following result, which is analogous to Theorem 2.1, will be needed 
in the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
'I'HBOREM 3.1 Let k E &? be represented as k = s -/- it fw s, t E R. There 
exists d, > 0 such that if d E [0, d,,), then 
inf inf 
s&,td-d.dl fEiqp(G) 
I L(k)f lH-m~k~ll f IH6”ck, = &(d) > 0, 
or, equivalently, 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 appears in section 4, but we shall state the main 
steps in the argument here. As usual, we shall first give results for an operator G 
satisfying (1.2a) and 1.2b), but not necessarily (1.4). 
Write G(k) = G, + G,(k) -h v+ ere G, consists of the differential operators of 
order 21% in G(k) and G,(k) consists of those of order less than 2~2. The form of 
G(k) given in Definition 1 ensures that G, is independent of k. Girding’s 
inequality ([3], p. 34) h s ows that we can choose f > 0 sufficiently large such 
that G, + ?I is coercive on H,,m(-4), that is, 
For each k E @, define the bounded linear map T(k): HQnl(d) -+ H,‘“(A) by 
T(k)u = -(Ga + FI)-l(G,(k) - .Tl)u, 
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and since G,(K) consists of derivatives of order less than 2?n, a standard argument 
shows that T(k) is a compact operator. Furthermore, T(R) is an entire analytic 
function of k ([5], p. 365). 
Since G(R) = (G, + n)(l - T(k)), the operator G(K,) has a bounded linear 
inverse if and onlv if the number 1 is not an eigenvalue of T(K,). If we define 
D = (12 E &?: 1 is an eigenvalue of T(k)}, 
then it is known ([5], p. 370) that either D = C or D consists of at most a 
countable number of isolated points which can accumulate only at infinity. 
Now, Theorem 4.4(a), which holds for operators G(k) not satisfying (1.4), 
ensures that the points of D are bounded away from the real axis for sufficiently 
large ] s I. Hence, D # C, and so G(K) is invertible for all K E C\{&} where the 
k,: can accumulate only at infinity. 
We now consider the case for L satisfying (1.4); define d, = dist(D, 
{i + it: s E R, t = 0}), and note that the assumption (1.4) and Theorem 4.4(a) 
together imply that CEO > 0. Hence, L(k) has a bounded linear inverse for all 
k E @ with t E (--d,, , C&O), and Theorem 3.1 then follows from Lemma 4.2 and 
Theorem 4.3. 
The following lemma will be needed in the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let do > 0 be as ilt Tkeorezn 3.1, and let d E (-d,, , do). If 
h E Corn(Q), tken 
(3.1) 
for a certain constant C(d). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we take d > 0. 
Set B = {k E (2: Imag(k) E (-do , d,)}, and note that L(k) has a bounded 
linear inverse for all k E B (Theorem 3.1). For d E (0, dJ, define ilId E %Y(H,,“(Q), 
fwQN bY 
(B!&f)(x, y) =: e--dz L(e”y(x, y)). 
Now A& satisfies (1.2a) and (1.2b), and a calculation gives (cf. Definition 1) 
l&(k) = L(k - id) VkE@, 
and since s - id E B for all s E R, it follows that n&(s) satisfies (1.4). 
Therefore, Theorem 2.4(c) holds for ll& , and so there exists U, ZI E H,,1(Q) 
such that 
n+ = h, (3.2) 
and 
Lu = e%. (3.3) 
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The definition of Md ensures that L( 8%) = edrh = Lzr, and so to prove the 
lernnla, we must show that 8% = u; although L(e% - u) = 0, ws marmot 
immediately apply the injectivity of L since e % mag: not be an element of 
E&yQ). 
Since h E C,m(Q), Lemma A.l(b) (which appears in the Appendix) applied 
to (3.2) and (3.3) shows that U, v E Z(Q) n Hd”(Q). Taking the longitudinal 
Fourier-transform of (3.2) and (3.3) gives 
L(s - iG?)B(s, y) = h(s, y), (3.4) 
and 
L(s)?+, y) = R(s + id, y). (3.5) 
Since L(s - id) has a bounded inverse for all s E R, we have 
qs, y) = L(s - if3)4(s, y), 
and taking the inverse transform gives 
The remark after Lemma A. 1 ensures that for any fixed (N, ~9) E QI the map 
k k+ eifzcCL(k - id)-%(k, y) 
is analytic for all k E c such that Imag(k) E [0, 2d]. Therefore we may appig- 
the Cauchy integral formula to (3.6) and move the contour of integration 
from R to W + id: 
a(%, y) = (In)-1” fm & ei(s+ia)zL(s)-l h(s -4 id, rj 
(c 
= (2,y” e--dx j-: ds ei%(s, y) = e-%(x, y). 
Finally, note that (3.2) gives 
1 v bI,“(Q, G w I h Ipn(Q) 
where C(d) is the norm of IQ” in W(HP(Q), Hizn(Q)). Q.E.D. 
Let 7 E Cm@ + @). For h E P”(Q), let {&J be a sequence of elements in 
C,m(Q) which converge to h in H-r”(.Q). W e write 4 for the limit in H-“(Q) 
of the Cauchy sequence {&z,). 
For each d E [Fe, let ,Q E Cm(lQ + [0, 21) be such that 
(a) P&X) is an even function of 5, 
(b) ,Q(x) is monotone decreasing for x E (0, l), and 
(c) pd(x) = e-lazf for j x j > 1. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let do > 0 be as in Theorem 3.1, and let d E (-do, d,,). 
(a) If h E HPL(Q) and hu s compact sqyor.t, then L-lh = Pdv for some 
v E Km(Q). 
(b) For any h E H”(Q), L-l(pdh) = pdv, whe v E H~mz(Q) and 1 v IHom(Q) < 
B(d)1 h jH-m(Q) for a certain constant B(d). 
Proof. Assume that d > 0. we shall give the proof of (b) first. 
(b) Let h E H-“(Q), and let h, E Corn(Q) converge to h in H-“(Q). ;Now 
pala, = edr(e--dxpdh,J, 
and Lemma 3.2 gives the existence of w, E Ham(Q) such that 
edxwn = L-l(pdh,). 
The same argument with edz replaced by e--(az gives the existence of u, E Hona(Q) 
such that 
e-dsu 
la = L-%44. 
Let p E r?(W -+ [0, 11) be such that p(x) = 1 for x > 1 and ,u(x) = 0 for 
x < 0. If we set 
% = (I - dX)>(l/Pd) edrwm f &)(l/pdE) e-d% ? (3.7) 
then v, E Horn(Q) and pdvn = L-l(pdh,). 
Since pdhn -+ pdh in H-“(Q) and L-l E FT(H+“(Q), II&,~~(Q)), we have the exis- 
tence of g E Hsm(Q) such that 
pdvn -+ g = L-l(pdh) in Horn(Q) as n -+ 03. (3.8) 
Now the use of (3.1) in (3.7) gives 
and since {kn} converges in H-“(Q), it follows that {v,,} converges to some v in 
H,,?“(Q). If we combine this with (3.8) then g = pdv; indeed we have 
and so pdv = L-l(pdh). 
(a) If h E H-“(Q) and has compact support, then h/pd is an element of 
H-“(Q), and since L-l(h) = L-l{pd(h/pd)}, the desired result follows from (b). 
Q.E.D. 
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Remarks. (a) Assume that la E Cam(Q), and let d E (-& , d,J. Lemma 3.2 
gives the existence of wl E II$~~~(Q) n 9(Q) such that 
edx~f.l = L-l(h) = L-l(ed”e-d”hj, 
Similarly there exists zus E H,‘“(Q) n 5?(Q) such that 
(3.9aj 
ecdZwZ = L-l(h). (3.9b) 
We combine (3.9a) and (3.9b) an d conclude that if bz E Coa(Q), then there exists 
w E H,“a(Q) n s(Q) such that 
pdw = L-l(h). 
It follows that for each N-index ti and positive integer I, 
j DdlL-lh(x, y)i < const. e-ldXl/( 1 + 1 x 1’) 
and the constant depends on a, I, d, and h. 
V(.r, Yj E 0, (3.10) 
(b) ,4 result analogous to (3.10) holds if h E H-‘“(Q) and has compact 
support in Q. Assume that supp h C (--n/r, M) x i3, and let p E Cffi(R -+ [O, I]) 
be such that p(x) = 0 for x E (-M, n/r) and ,u(x) = 1 for j 5 j > AI f I. Set 
v = ((x, y) E Q : j x 1 > M}. If u = L-lh, then standard theory shotvs that 
u E Cm(~). We define w E H,1’1(Q) by w(x, 3~) = ,u(x)u(x, yj, and since supp 
p n supp Lu = a, it follows that Lw = pLu + g = g, where the term g involves 
u and derivatives (of order greater than or equal to one) of p(x). Since u E C?(F) 
and supp dp/dx C 7J = [--M - 1, -M] u [M, &I + 11, we have g E C?(Q) 
and supp g C U x d Although g does not necessarily have compact support in 
Q7 it does have compact support in the longitudinal direction, and one then 
shows that (3.10) holds for L-lg = w = pu = pL-lh. Hence, for each N-index 
LY and positive integer 1, 
j Dy(L-‘h)(x, y)I < const. e-ldzl/(l + ! x 1”) ‘d(jX~,y)E(M+l, a) x B, 
(3.11) 
and the constant depends on 01, 1, d, and h. 
This type of result was used in [4], where the properties of certain Green 
functions were needed to examine the behaviour at infinity of a certain solution 
to the steady Navier-Stokes equations. In that paper, the function h was the 
Dirac delta function S(z - zs) and L-lh was the corresponding Green function 
G(z, ; 4. 
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 AXD THEOREM 3.1 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is provided in Lemma 4.1, 4.2, and Theorem 4.3. 
Theorem 3.1 appears as part (b) of Theorem 4.4. Ahhough the results in this 
section are stated for a differential operator L satisfying (1.2a), (1.2b), and (1.3), 
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many of these results also hold for an operator G satisfying only (1.2a) and (1.2b), 
and such results will be denoted by a * . Recall that Q = [w x ,;2 and points 
x E Q are represented by x = (x, y) where x E Iw and y = (za ,..., zN) E A. 
As stated in section 2, the proof of Theorem 2.1 depends on showing that 
where 
inf c(s) > 0, s&t (4.la) 
Recall that the assumption (1.4) gives c(s) > 0 for all s E IF!?. 
The following lemma will be useful in this section. 
LEMMA 4.1. * Let kl , k, E @. Then there exists a constant C, > 0 such that 
and C, is independent of k, and k2 . 
Vf, g E Corn@ + a=), (4.2) 
Pmof. We assume without loss of generality that / k, / < / k, /. Throughout 
this section, we shall denote an HO”(k) norm by a k subscript, that is, 
In addition, f and g will always denote arbitrary functions in &“(A’+ @). 
We have 
(4.3) 
and we now estimate the terms on the right of (4.3) in two steps. 
(i) With the notation 01 = (al, 01’) = (j, a’), where CI’ = (aa ,..., EN), 
we have 
L(k)f = C a,(y)(ik)“l LP’j’ = c (ik); 
la~@rn j=O 
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and so 
where j3’ is any (N - I)-index such that /3’ < a’, Ifi’ 1 < m - 1, and j CY’ - pi / < 
m; such a 8’ exists because j LX’ j < 2m - 1. By using point-wise bounds for n, , 
we have 
Definition 3(d) gives 
and the use of (4.5b) in (4.5a) gives 
In the same manner as (4Sb), we have 
We use the Schwarz inequality to bound the right-hand side of (4.4), and the use 
of (4.6) and (4.7a) then yields 
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Since 1 ks 1 ,( 1 kI j, we conclude that 
vf, g E G”(A), (4.8) 
and the constant is independent of kl and k2 . 
(ii) We now bound the second term on the right of (4.3). We have 
where /3’ is any (N - 1)-index such that ,6’ < CM’, I/3’ / < m, and 1 01’ - p’ j < na. 
We bound the right-hand side by using the Schwarz inequality and then (4.6) 
and (4.7), and it follows that 
pwfj G const. If Ik, I g IP, Qf, g E CO”(~4), (4.9a) 
and the constant is independent of k, . 
The use of (4.9a) in the second term on the right of (4.3) gives 
IL gLWl I ,f!,,:g lkl - l If Ik, lg17e2 I 
Iflk2 Ig lap I
Iflkl lg IL1 - If Ike IL! lk2 
IfILl lg I.$ Iflk, lg lk, 
< const. 
= const. (4.9b) 
If we let V(s) denote the ‘longitudinal Fourier-transform’ (in the sense of 
Definition 1) of the operator 
then 
~(1 k I) = f. (1 + 1 k je)m-j ,m;x. (;) (-l)‘Or”Dp” = (1 + 1 k 1’ - A’)“. 
3 
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The results in (i) hold (with a different constant in (4.8)) if L(k) is replaced by 
V(\ k I). In particular (cf. Definition 3(c)), 
< const. 
j k, - k, I 
l+/~,I+Ihl lf’, I: 
Vf E coy4 
and so 
\ IfIr,-- lflk21 d const. 1 ~r(;rI~$jk,l Ifls ~f’fG”W (4.10) 
From (4.10), we have 
1 Ifik, lglkl- lfIk,lglk2~ 
~l~lrc,~lflB,-IflPp(+lflb?!~~l~~-lPlli?J 
I k, - k, I 
’ constm 1 + i k, 1 + / k, 1 ~lg17JflkI+ lf!&%J 
< const. I k, - k, I 
1+ I k, I + I k, I Iflk, I g Ii1 
(4.11) 
where the final inequality follows from [f lk < if jl, (since j k, j < ] kl I). If 
we use (4.11) in (4.9b), and then combine thfs result with (4.8), it follows that 
(4.2) holds. Q.E.D. 
As the first step towards proving (4.la), we now show in Lemma 4.2(b) that 
for any positive integer n, 
se(i-nnf.tz) 44 > 0. (4.12) 
LEMMA 4.2. (a)* Let c(k) be as in (4.lb). Let kl , k, E @. Then 
I c(S) - c(Ml < cona. I kl - k, l/(1 + I kl I -I- I k2 I>, 
and the constant is independent of kl and k, . 
(b) If n is a positive integer, then 
&@Jn) 4s) > 0. . I 
Proof. (a) If f, g E Corn(A), then Lemma 4.1 gives 
I .f~ g-Wdf I < const. 1 k, - k, / 
lf!kI lg lkI ’ (1 + I k, i + I k, I> 
+ I .I’A&(Kz)f I
If 17cp /g Lx2 
const. 1 k, - k, 1 I Wdf IH-%3 
(4.13) 
’ (l+lh+lkz/) + ifhi, ” 
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If we take the supremum of (4.13) over g E C,,“(A), then 
I L(h)f l~-(kd < const. I h - h2 I
If lk, ' (1 + I4 I + I h2 I) + 
I LWf Ik%- . 
If IL2 
Now let (fn} be a sequence of elements in C,,“(A) such that 
Use of this in the last inequality yields 
and interchanging kr and K, proves (a). 
(b) The proof of(b) follows immediately from the Lipschitz continuity of 
c (.) shown in (a) and the fact that c (s) > 0 for all s E R. Q.E.D. 
Note that Lemma 4.2 implies a local (for K E C) invertibility result; if L(K,) is 
invertible, thenL(JZ) is invertible for all k such that / K - kr 1 is sufficiently small. 
To complete the proof of (4.la), and thereby Theorem 2.1, we now prove that 
Since 
!& c(s) > 0 (s E IL!). (4.14) 
IsI-fm 
(4.14) will follow from 
THEOREM 4.3.” Let the ellipticity constant 6, > 0 be as in (1.2b). There 
exists a constant C > 0 such that ifs E R, then 
>C b,- 
I t ASI 
Vf E c,y + a=), 
and C is independent of s. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Girding’s inequality 
C31, PP. 32-W. 
We first decompose L by writing L = L, + L, where 
L, == C a,(y)P and 
[al=2rn 
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For each s E R, we have L(S) = L,(S) + L%(s) where L,(S) and L,(S) are defined 
as in Definition 1. Now 
(4.15) 
and we estimate the terms on the right of (4.15) in two steps. 
(a) Let s s R; we first consider the term 
With the notation N = (at , CY’) = (j - 1, a’), we have 
L,(s) = c iiJy)(-is)JLD' = 1 (--is)'-1 2 
/a ( iam j=l ,,~,@,,~.,?(y)Da" 
and so 
j Ifrnf 1 < ,z I s /j-l c 
l’l’]<:2111--j 
j j, W)f w j. (4.16) 
The right-hand side of (4.16) . IS similar to the right-hand side of (4.4) (without 
the factor / k, - k, 1) in Lemma 4.1, and the arguments there give 
where the constant C, is independent of s. Use of this in (4.15) yields 
j j- fL(df j 2 / 1 fL,Nf / - G If I;~,,,/(1 + I s I) Vf E c,=(-4). (4.17) 
A 1 A 
(b) We now show that 
and the proof will be given in three steps. 
(i) We first consider the case where the coefficients n, , for 01 such that 
/ a ( = 2tn, are constant in L4, and so a,(y) = a&+,) for some arbitrary yO E A. 
Then 
(4.1&l: 
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Recall from Definition 2(b) that the transverse Fourier transform is given by 
rr”f(c) = (27r-(N-1)/z / eciv**y(y) dy (fE C,“(A)). 
RN-1 
The use of Parseval’s theorem in (4.18a) gives 
= C-l)“, ,c, 
0. m 
%(Yo> j-e-l ~~4’~’ I Cf(5’)l’ &I’. 
If we apply (1.2b) to the last equation, then 
Real jAJWf bbl j (s2 + I5’ 12P I T’f(5’)l” d5’ 
pN-1 
From Definition 3(c), we have 
and since Lemma 1.3 gives 
we have 
where the constant is independent of S. Use of this final inequality in (4.18b) 
yields 
Real A.fL(s)f B 2C2bl Ifl~om~s~ s Vfg Co%4) (4(y) = a,(~,) for I a I = 2fa), 
(4.19) 
where the constant C, is independent of s and yO. 
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(ii) We now consider the case of variable coefficients a,(y) in L,(S). 
However, instead of an arbitrary f~ C0”(14), we shall restrict attention to 
functions f with sufficiently small support in A. 
Let y0 E A and let N be an open ball centred at y0 . If f E C,“(A n IV), then 
where 8’ is an (N - 1)-index such that is’ < 01’, j /3’ / < m, and / 01’ - fi’ j ,< m. 
By using pointwise bounds for a, , we have 
and the definition of the norm for H,,*8(s) then gives (cf. (4.7a)) 
s, I DE’&%(Y) - a,(Ydf >I” 
< 21 ,31,=;;Uy4A*N I a,(Y) - aYo)l”>(~ + sPFni If I$yS) 
+ const.(l + qs’l-m-1 If I;onk(s) . 
(4.21) 
From (4.7a), we have 
i 
1 DE’-B’f 12 < (1 + .$)Iu’I--I’~‘I-*~~ lfjk,21sj = (4.22) 
‘A 0 
We use the Schwarz inequality to bound the right-hand side of (4.20), and the 
use of (4.21) and (4.22) then yields (cf. (4.7b)) 
where the constant B is independent of y0 and s. 
Since A is bounded and a,EC(.& we can cover A by a finite number of 
open balls {N(y,f; 6))j=, , centred at v. j E A and having radius 6 > 0, such that 
vsA~~q,,jj I ady) - aEb91 < C2W for all LY. such that 
1 01 ] = 2m andj = I,..., I, (4.24) 
where C, is as in (4.19) and B as in (4.23). 
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Now for f E C’aW(-g n N&j)), we have 
and use of (4.23), (4.24), and (4.19) gives 
for all f E COoo(A n N(yJ)) and all s E R. 
(iii) Finally we consider the case of variable coefficients a, in L,(s) and 
arbitrary f E Coa(A). Since A C IJ,“=, N(yJ), we let (~~2):~~ be a partition of 
unity subordinate to the covering {N(y,,j)} of A ([3], p. 35); that is, ~~~ E 
Com(N(yoj)) forj = l,..., I, and xi=, &(y) = 1 for all y E A. 
Let f E COm(A) and set fj = pj . f E Com(A n N(y,,j)). By (4.25), we have 
NOW for a = (01~ , a’), we have 
-- 
qs)fj = Ll(s)(pj f) = C ~u(y)(-+ WPJ), 
lal=2?n 
and use of Leibnitz’ formula gives 
= C ii~(y)(-is)O+~~ D”‘f) 
lal=2nz 
(4.27) 
+ 1 a,(Y)(--is)"1 
lorl=2rn 
o<;<:,., (;I) P'PP-~'~>. 
The use of (4.27) in (4.26) and the fact that 1 fj ]HsWI(S) < const. 1 f IHom(s) give 
If cIow (4.28) 
where 
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E = 1 i C 
kl lal=2m 
teisP1 ocFGe, (iI) I, PjfaP’PP-3T / 
h ' Icy; , If &ys, VfE C,'"(d), 
and the inequaiity follows from an argument similar to that in (4.20)-(4.23). 
If we use the fact that xjzl ,Q(y) = 1 f or ally E A, then (4.28) can be written 
as 
+ I s I). (4.29) 
Finally, note that Definition 3(c) gives 
!.h l!&;m(,j = I Pjf I;?(& = f (1 + 1 s 1y-k x (Tj s, 
P=O p’/=,k 
If we estimate this last equation as for E, then 
Use of (4.30) in (4.29) yields 
and combining this final result with (4.17) proves the theorem. Q.E.D. 
The final theorem in this section was needed in section 3; Theorem 3. I appears 
as part (b) of the following result. 
~(HEOREM 4.4. Let k E @ be uepresmted as k = s + it for s, t E R. 
(a)* For every T > 0, there exists S(T) > 0 such that 
where the corxtant C > 0 is ax in Theorem 4.3 am’ b, is the ellipticity constant of 
(1.23). 
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(b) There exists d,, > 0 such that z3f d E [0, d,), then 
sir j$ dl 4s + it) = C,(d) > 0. I I 
Puoof. (a) Letf E C,a(A). By Lemma 4.1, we have 
and use of Theorem 4.3 then gives 
I J‘4fW + %f I > (J b 
I 
1 
If I&yk) ’ 1 
_ 
l+lsl I 
- c, I t I{1 + I s + it I + I s I}-‘. 
(4.31) 
Part (a) now follows from (4.31) after restricting t to the interval [- T, T] and 
then choosing I s j sufficiently large. 
(b) Lets E R be fixed, and note that by Lemma 4.2, there exists a number 
e(s) > 0 such that 
c(h) > 0 for all k E @ such that I k - s j < e(s). (4.32) 
We assume that e(s) is the largest positive number such that (4.32) holds. If we 
set 
db = 5; e(s), 
then (a) implies that d, > 0, and (b) is now immediate. Q.E.D. 
APPENDIX A 
In this section, we prove a technical lemma which was needed in section 3. 
DEFINITION 5. For each non-negative integer j, Wt(A) = {U EL,(A + C) : 
Dm’u EL,,(A) for all (N - l)-indices a’ with I a’ I <cj>, and W,i(A) is a HiZbert space 
with the inner product 
<u, v’>w 3(A) = ( 1 ‘, = 
j 
a! (j - 1 01’ I)! a’! a 
LEMMA A.l. Let h E Z(Q), undfor each s E R, let n(s, - ) E Horn(s) be such that 
L(s)w(s, y) = pl(s, y) in A. 
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(a) Then v E Horn(Q) n S?(Q). Furthermore, ;J 
u(x, y) = (k--1/2 J” ds eisnv(s, y), 
--m 
then u E Hdn(Q) n .9(Q) andLu = h. 
(b) L maps H,?n(Q) n L?(Q) o&o L?(Q). 
(cj Let h E Corn(Q). For each y E 8, v(., Y) is anabtic on R. 
Proof. We first note that Horn(Q) n 2’(Q) = (zu E Z(Q) : (a,/&zin)j EO = 0 on 
aQ forj = 0, l,..., in - 11. 
(a) In order to prove that v E L?(Q), it suffices to show that for any positive 
integer 1 and N-index 8, 
suPyE. I @a(& Y)i < C(k N/(1 + I S I”) vs E R, pi.1) 
where the constant C(Z, /3) depends on I, /3, and 2’. 
We first prove that (Al) holds if /3 is of the form /3 = (0, /3’) where 8’ is an 
(IV - 1) index. Ifjis a non-negative integer, then standard theory ([3], Theorems 
15.1 and 17.1) gives 
where the constant depends on j and s. If one examines the method of calculation 
for this constant, then the dependence on s can be determined, and (A.2) can be 
replaced by 
where the constant now depends on@ on j. Definition 3(c) ensures that 
and Theorem 2.1 then gives 
I @(S, .)iqz(A) 
(A.4j 
where the constant C is as in Theorem 2.1. The use of (A.4) in (A.3) gives 
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Since lz E P(Q), we have fi E Z(Q), and so for every positive integer I and 
(N - I)-index 01’, 
sup 1 P’K(s, y)/ < conk/(1 + j s ]z+ami~r,z+~s)) vs E R, (A.6) 
YEA, la’l@jm 
where the constant depends onj and 1. If we use (A.6) in (AS), then it follows that 
I v(s, -)IWp+2wc(A) < const./(l + I s I”) VSE R, (A.7a) 
where the constant depends on j, 2, and 21. If /3’ is an (N - I)-index, then we 
can choose j sufficiently large so that the imbedding IJIT~~‘~“(~~) G Cla’i(~) is 
bounded, and it then follows from (A.7a) that 
;:; [ D”~a’)v(s, y)] < const./(l + I s I”) vs E R, (A.7b) 
and the constant depends on 1, /3’, and v. 
We now show that (A.l) holds for p of the form (1, p’). Equation (AS) shows 
that the map given by f~L(s)-lf is a bounded linear map from IVim onto 
IJV~*~~~(A) n H,““(A) and 
where the constant C(j) depends only on j. Let s E Iw be fixed; if E E K\(O), then 
Z'(S + E, y) - v(s, y) \ 
E ! 
= f L(s) - L(s + ~) ) v(s + E, 1,) + {i2(s ' “Y) - ‘(“Y)) in A. ” E E 
(A.9) 
We shall use (A.8) and (A.9) to prove that (V(S + E, .) - V(S, .)}/e has a limit in 
every Sobolev space I% a nm*em(kl) n H;n(a) as E -+ 0 and that this limit is &~/as 
(s, y). Equation (A.8) shows that it suffices to prove that the right-hand side of 
(-4.9) has a limit in IVim as E -+ 0. 
Since h E Z(Q), we clearly have 
h(s + c, *) - h(s, .) 
E 
~ - g (s, -) /wjm(Aj + 0 as E + 0. (-410) 
If we define the operator 
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then 
(A.1 1) 
Since L(s)-’ is a bounded linear map from W?(A) onto 1,V~+2”‘(-4) f7 H,“‘(d), 
we have 
1 z.(s + c, .) - a(4 ~)IR~p+2miA) 
< const. j L(s) zfs + E, .) -L(s) D(s, .)I,vpc,, 
< const. / L(s + e) zi(s f E, -) -L(s) v(s, .)lwptAj 
- const. j{L(s + E) -L(s)) v(s + E, .)lW.plAj 
(A.12) 
< const. j iz(s + E, *) - fS(s, *)/wi,nCAj + const. E / C(.T + C, =)IRrgm+zmlA, -+ 0 
as E -+ 0. 
Equations (A.lO), (A.1 l), and (A.12) imply that the right-hand side of (A.9) has 
the limit -(~L/t%)v(s, .) + &‘h(s, .) in IVim as E-+ 0, and (A.8) then 
proves that (z’(s + E, .) - a(s, .)>/c has a limit in W~m-L21rt(L4) n H,““(A) as E -+ 0. 
If CL’ is an (:V - 1)-index, then we can choose j sufficiently large such that the 
imbedding Winm+BrrL(A) G CIW’i(~) is bounded, and so 
s s ( + E, .) - ‘((s, .) --f e (s .) 
8s ’ 
in Cln’!(jj) as e-+0. 
E 
If we let E go to zero in (A.9), then 
r 
L(s) g (s, y) = - 2 zI(s, y) + g (s, y) in A, 
and (11.8) then gives 
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If 1 is a positive integer, then the properties of v given in (A.7b) and the fact that 
fi E 9(Q) together allow us to bound (A.13) as follows: 
< const./(l + [ s II) t/s E R, 
wp+9 -4) 
where the constant depends on j, I, and v. The usual imbedding argument then 
shows that v satisfies (A. 1) for /3 of the form ,B = (1, /I’). 
The proof can be continued inductively, and it follows that a satisfies (A.l) 
for all N-indices /I. Hence, v E S?(Q). We now show that v E Hsm(Q), and it 
suffices to prove that (a/&)j V(S, y) = 0 on aQ for j = O,l,..., m - 1. Let 
x0 = (s,, , y,,) E aQ be fixed; since v(s,, , .) E H,,*‘(J, we have 
a lim - 
( 1 Y+Yo an 
J o(sg ) y) = 0 for j = 0, l,..., nz - 1. 
Since v E 9(Q) C P(Q), it follows that 
(s,s)+(++/,) g i ah y) = O lim  1 for j = 0, l,..., 112 - 1. 
If we denote the inverse longitudinal transform of v by w, that is, 
W(& 1') zzz (2$7-l’” jm ds eiS%(s, y) V(x, y) E Q, --cc 
then w E Hi’%(Q) n P(Q), and Definition 1 gives 
(Lw)(x, y) = (2~)-l/~ j-1 ds L(e%.(s, y)) = (2n-)-lB 1-L ds @L(s) v(s, y) 
= (2~)-1fi j-1 ds eisrh(s, y) = h(x, y) V(x, y) E 0. 
(b) If h E Z(Q) is given, then we may construct zo E H,,m(Q) n Z(Q), as 
above, such that L.w = h. 
(c) Let y E A be fixed. If ?a E Csm(Q), then A(*, y) is analytic on W; indeed, 
if the support of h is in (-M, M) x -4, then 
I(;& ,I Iz(s, J) < (2~)-ll” 1 n4 Ij (max 1 k 1) 2&f. 
This last inequality shows that the Taylor series at s = 0 for A(., y) converges 
for all s E R. Since s appears in L(s) as a polynomial, one can show from the 
analyticity of A(., y), that v(., y) is analytic. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. Assume that there exists d > 0 such that L(k) has a bounded 
linear inverse for all k E B = (s + it : s E E??, / t j < d). Let h E C,“(Q), and for 
each k E B, let a(k, .> E H,“(k) be such that 
qk)qk, ~7) = h(k, y) in A 
Then for each y E A, w( ‘, y> is analytic on B. 
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